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Abstract
We propose two classes of second-order optimization methods for solving the sparse in-

verse covariance estimation problem. The first approach, which we call the Newton-LASSO
method, minimizes a piecewise quadratic model of the objective function at every iteration to
generate a step. We employ the fast iterative shrinkage thresholding method (FISTA) to solve
this subproblem. The second approach, which we call the Orthant-Based Newton method, is a
two-phase algorithm that first identifies an orthant face and then minimizes a smooth quadratic
approximation of the objective function using the conjugate gradient method. These methods
exploit the structure of the Hessian to efficiently compute the search direction and to avoid
explicitly storing the Hessian. We show that quasi-Newton methods are also effective in this
context, and describe a limited memory BFGS variant of the orthant-based Newton method. We
present numerical results that suggest that all the techniques described in this paper have attrac-
tive properties and constitute useful tools for solving the sparse inverse covariance estimation
problem. Comparisons with the method implemented in the QUIC software package [1] are
presented.

1 Introduction

Covariance selection, first described in [2], has come to refer to the problem of estimating a nor-
mal distribution that has a sparse inverse covariance matrix, where the non-zero entries correspond
to edges in an associated Gaussian Markov Random Field, [3]. A popular approach to covariance
selection has been to maximize an `1 penalized log likelihood objective, [4]. This approach has
also been applied to other highly related problems such as sparse multivariate regression with co-
variance estimation, [5], and covariance selection under a Kronecker product structure, [6]. In this
paper we treat the optimization of the same objective function, and present several new Newton-like
algorithms for solving the problem.

Following [4, 7, 8], we state the problem as

P∗ = arg max
P�0

log det(P)− trace(SP)− λ‖vec(P)‖1, (1.1)
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where λ is a (fixed) regularization parameter,

S = 1
N

∑N
i=1(xi − µ)(xi − µ)T (1.2)

is the empirical sample covariance, µ is known, xi ∈ Rn are assumed to be independent, identically
distributed samples, and vec(P) defines a vector in Rn2

obtained by stacking the columns of P. We
recast (1.1) as the minimization problem

min
P�0

F (P)
def
= L(P) + λ‖vec(P)‖1, (1.3)

where L is the negative log likelihood function

L(P) = −log det(P) + trace(SP). (1.4)

The convex problem (1.3) has a unique solution P∗ that satisfies the optimality conditions [7]

S− [P∗]−1 + λZ∗ = 0, (1.5)

where

Z∗ij =


1 if P ∗ij > 0

−1 if P ∗ij < 0

α ∈ [−1, 1] if P ∗ij = 0.

We note that Z∗ solves the dual problem

Z∗ = arg max‖vec(Z)‖∞≤1

S+λZ�0
U(Z), U(Z) = −log det(S + λZ) + n. (1.6)

The main contribution of this paper is to propose two classes of second-order methods for solv-
ing problem (1.3). The first class employs a piecewise quadratic model in the step computation,
and can be seen as a generalization of the sequential quadratic programming method for nonlinear
programming [9]; the second class minimizes a smooth quadratic model of F over a chosen orthant
face in Rn2

. We argue that both types of methods have attractive properties and constitute useful
tools for the solution of the inverse covariance matrix estimation problem.

An overview of recent work on the inverse covariance estimation problem is given in [10, 11].
First-order methods proposed include block-coordinate descent approaches, such as COVSEL, [4, 8]
and GLASSO, [12], greedy coordinate descent, known as SINCO, [13], projected subgradient meth-
ods PSM, [14], first order optimal gradient ascent, [15], and the alternating linearization method
ALM, [16]. A second-order method that employs an inner coordinate relaxation iteration to com-
pute the step is presented in [1], and is implemented in the QUIC software package. Economy of
computation is achieved in this method by exploiting the properties of coordinate relaxation as ap-
plied to a function that is the sum of a convex quadratic and an `1 term. Another second-order
method is the inexact interior point method IPM proposed in [17]. It is reported in [1] that QUIC

is significantly faster than the ALM, GLASSO, PSM, SINCO and IPM methods. We compare the
algorithms presented in this paper to the method implemented in QUIC.
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2 Newton Methods

We can define a Newton iteration for problem (1.1) by constructing a quadratic, or piecewise
quadratic, model of F , using first and second derivative information. It is well known [4] that
the derivatives of the log likelihood function (1.4) are given by

g
def
= L′(P) = vec(S−P−1) and H = L′′(P) = (P−1 ⊗P−1), (2.1)

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. There are various ways of using these quantities to define
a model of F , and each gives rise to a different Newton-like iteration.

In the Newton-LASSO Method, we approximate the objective function F at the current iterate
Pk by the piecewise quadratic model

qk(P) = L(Pk) + g>k vec(P−Pk) + 1
2vec>(P−Pk)Hkvec(P−Pk) + λ‖vec(P)‖1, (2.2)

where gk = L′(Pk), and similarly for Hk. The trial step of the algorithm is computed as a mini-
mizer of this model, and a backtracking line search ensures that the new iterate lies in the positive
definite cone and decreases the objective function F . We note that the minimization of qk is often
called the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) problem [18] in the case when
the unknown is a vector.

It is advantageous to perform the minimization of (2.2) in a reduced space. Specifically, at the
beginning of the k-th iteration we define the set Fk of (free) variables that are allowed to move, and
the active set Ak. To do so, we compute the steepest descent for the function F , which is given by

−(gk + λZk),

where

(Zk)ij =


1 if (Pk)ij > 0
−1 if (Pk)ij < 0
−1 if (Pk)ij = 0 and [gk]ij > λ
1 if (Pk)ij = 0 and [gk]ij < −λ
− 1
λ [gk]ij if (Pk)ij = 0 and | [gk]ij | ≤ λ.

(2.3)

The sets Fk,Ak are obtained by considering a small step along this steepest descent direction,
as this guarantees descent in qk(P). For variables satisfying the last condition in (2.3), a small
perturbation of Pij will not decrease the model qk, so the minimum of qk occurs at the current value
of such variables [1]. This suggests defining the active and free sets of variables at iteration k as

Ak = {(i, j)|(Pk)ij = 0 and |[gk]ij | ≤ λ}, Fk = {(i, j)|(Pk)ij 6= 0 or |[gk]ij | > λ}. (2.4)

The algorithm minimizes the model qk over the set of free variables. Let us define pF = vec(P)F ,
to be the free variables, and let pkF = vec(Pk)F denote their value at the current iterate – and
similarly for other quantities. Let us also define HkF to be the matrix obtained by removing from
Hk the columns and rows corresponding to the active variables (with indices in Ak). The reduced
model is given by

qF (P) = g>kF (pF − pkF ) + 1
2(pF − pkF )>HkF (pF − pkF ) + λ‖pF‖1. (2.5)
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The search direction d is defined by

d =

[
dF
dA

]
=

[
p̂F − pkF

0

]
, (2.6)

where p̂F is the minimizer of (2.5). The algorithm performs a line search along D = mat(d),
where the operator mat(d) satisfies mat(vec(D)) = D. The line search starts with the unit
steplength and backtracks, if necessary, to obtain a new iterate Pk+1 that satisfies the sufficient
decrease condition (the Armijo rule):

F (Pk+1)− F (Pk) < σ (`k(Pk+1)− L(Pk)) , and Pk+1 positive definite, (2.7)

where σ ∈ (0, 1) and

`k(P) = L(Pk) + g>k vec(P−Pk) + λ‖vec(P)‖1, (2.8)

is a linear model of F .
The LASSO problem (2.5) can be solved, among other methods, by: (i) Iterative shrinkage

thresholding algorithms, such as ISTA [19] and FISTA [20]; (ii) Coordinate descent; this gives rise
to the method implemented in QUIC [1]; and (iii) the gradient projection method [21]. In section 3
we describe a Newton-LASSO method that employs the FISTA iteration to solve problem (2.5).

Convergence properties of the Newton-LASSO method that rely on the exact solution of the
LASSO problem (2.2) are given in [22]. In practice, it is more efficient to solve problem (2.2)
inexactly, as discussed in section 6. The convergence properties of inexact Newton-LASSO methods
are the subject of a future study.

The Orthant-Based Newton method computes steps by solving a smooth quadratic approx-
imation of F over an appropriate orthant – or more precisely, over an orthant face in Rn2

. The
choice of this orthant face is done, as before, by computing the steepest descent direction of F , and
is characterized by the matrix Zk in (2.3). Specifically the first four conditions in (2.3) identify an
orthant in Rn2

where variables are allowed to move, while the last condition in (2.3) determines the
variables to be held at zero. Therefore, the sets of free and active variables are defined as in (2.4).
If we define zF = vec(Z)F , then the quadratic model of F over the current orthant face is given by

QF (P) = g>F (pF − pkF ) +
1

2
(pF − pkF )>HF (pF − pkF ) + λz>FpF . (2.9)

The minimizer is p∗F = pkF + H−1F (λzF − gF ), and the step of the algorithm is given by

d =

[
dF
dA

]
=

[
p∗F − pkF

0

]
. (2.10)

If pkF+d lies outside the current orthant, we project it onto this orthant and perform a backtracking
line search to obtain the new iterate Pk+1. A precise description of this line search is given in
section 4.

The orthant-based Newton method therefore moves from one orthant face to another, taking
advantage of the fact that F is smooth in every orthant in Rn2

. In Figure 1 we compare the two
methods discussed so far.
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Method A (Newton-LASSO)

Repeat:

1. Phase I: Determine the sets of fixed and
free indices Ak and Fk, using (2.4).

2. Phase II: Compute the Newton step D
given by (2.6), by minimizing the piece-
wise quadratic model (2.5) for the free
variables Fk.

3. Globalization: Choose Pk+1 by perform-
ing an Armijo backtracking line search
along Pk + D.

4. k ← k + 1.

Method B (Orthant-Based Newton)

Repeat:

1. Phase I: Determine the active orthant
face through the matrix Zk given in (2.3).

2. Phase II: Compute the Newton direction
D given by (2.10), by minimizing the
smooth quadratic model (2.9) for the free
variables Fk.

3. Globalization: Choose Pk+1 in the cur-
rent orthant face by performing a pro-
jected backtracking line search starting
from Pk + D.

4. k ← k + 1.

Figure 2.1: Two classes of Newton methods for the inverse covariance estimation problem (1.3)

The optimality conditions (1.5) show that P∗ is diagonal when λ ≥ |Sij | for all i 6= j, and
given by (diag(S) + λI)−1. This suggests that a good choice for the initial value (for any value of
λ > 0) is given by

P0 = (diag(S) + λI)−1. (2.11)

Numerical experiments indicate that this choice is advantageous for all methods considered.
As problem (1.3) can be cast as a smooth constrained optimization problem, it is interesting to

compare these two algorithms with state-of-the art methods for nonlinear programming. Method A
is analogous to the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method, and method B is similar to the
gradient projection method (with subspace phase) or the sequential linear-quadratic programming
method (SLQP). Method A and the SQP approach construct a more accurate (but more complex)
model of the problem, whereas the other methods solve simpler subproblems by first identifying a
linear manifold, or an orthant face, and solving a smooth quadratic subproblem on this manifold.
What is novel about methods A and B relative to the SQP and SLQP methods is that they exploit
the Hessian structure of the problem for greater efficiency.

3 A Newton-LASSO Method with FISTA Iteration

Let us consider a particular instance of the Newton-LASSO method that employs the Fast Iterative
Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm FISTA [20] to solve the reduced subproblem (2.5). We recall
that for the problem

min
x∈Rn2

f(x) + λ‖x‖1, (3.1)
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where f is a smooth convex quadratic function, the ISTA iteration [19] is given by

xi = Sλ/c

(
x̂i −

1

c
∇f(x̂i)

)
, (3.2)

where c is a constant such that cI− f ′′(x) > 0, and the FISTA acceleration is given by

x̂i+1 = xi +
ti − 1

ti+1
(xi − xi−1), (3.3)

where x̂1 = x0, t1 = 1, ti+1 =
(

1 +
√

1 + 4t2i

)
/2. Here Sλ/c denotes the soft thresholding

operator given by

(Sσ(y))i =

{
0 if |yi| ≤ σ,

yi − σsign(yi) otherwise.

We can apply the ISTA iteration (3.2) to the quadratic in (2.5) starting from x0 = vec(X0)
(which is not necessarily equal to pk = vec(Pk)). Substituting in the expressions for the first and
second derivative in (2.1) gives

xi = Sλ/c

(
vec(X̂i)−

1

c

(
gk + Hkvec(X̂i −Pk)

))
= Sλ/c

(
1

c
vec(−S + 2P−1k −P−1k X̂iP

−1
k ) + vec(X̂i)

)
,

where the constant c should satisfy c > 1/(eigminPk)
2. The FISTA acceleration step is given by

(3.3). Let x̄ denote the (approximate) solution of (2.5) obtained by the FISTA iteration. Phase I
of the Newton-LASSO-FISTA method selects the free and active sets, Fk,Ak, as indicated by (2.4).
Phase II, applies the FISTA iteration to the reduced problem (2.5), and sets Pk+1 ← mat(x̄). The
computational cost of K iterations of the FISTA algorithm is O(Kn|F |).

4 An Orthant-Based Newton-CG Method

We now consider an orthant-based Newton method in which a quadratic model of F is minimized
approximately using the conjugate gradient (CG) method. This approach is attractive since, in
addition to the usual advantages of CG (optimal Krylov iteration, flexibility), each CG iteration can
be efficiently computed by exploiting the structure of the Hessian matrix in (2.1).

Phase I of the orthant-based Newton-CG method computes the matrix Zk given in (2.3), which
is used to identify an orthant face in Rn2

. Variables satisfying the last condition in (2.3) are held
at zero and their indices are assigned to the set Ak, while the rest of the variables are assigned to
Fk and are allowed to move according to the signs of Zk: variables with (Zk)ij = 1 must remain
non-negative, and variables with (Zk)ij = −1 must remain non-positive.

Having identified the current orthant face, phase II of the method constructs the quadratic model
QF in the free variables, and computes an approximate solution by means of the conjugate gradient
method, as described in Algorithm 1.
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Conjugate Gradient Method for Problem (2.9)
input : Gradient g, orthant indicator z, current iterate P0, maximum steps K, residual

tolerance εr, and the regularization parameter λ.
output: Approximate Newton direction w = cg(P0,g, z, λ,K)

d = size(P0, 1) , G = mat(g) , Z = mat(z);
A = {(i, j) : [P0]ij = 0 & |Gij | ≤ λ};
B = P−10 , X0 = 0d×d, x0 = vec(X0);

R0 = −(G + λZ), [R0]A ← 0;
k = 0, q0 = r0 = vec(R0); ( ∴ [r0]F = vF )

while k ≤ min(d2,K) and ‖rk‖ > εr do
Qk = reshape(qk, d, d);
Yk = BQkB, [Yk]A ← 0, yk = vec(Yk);

αk =
r>k rk
q>k yk

;
xk+1 = xk + αkqk;
rk+1 = rk − αkyk;

βk =
r>k+1rk+1

r>k rk
;

qk+1 = rk+1 + βkqk;
k ← k + 1;

end
return w = xk+1

Algorithm 1: CG Method for Minimizing the Reduced Model QF .
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The search direction of the method is given by D = mat(d) with d = (dF ,dA) = (w, 0),
where w denotes the output of Algorithm 1. If the trial step Pk + D lies in the current orthant, it is
the optimal solution of (2.9). Otherwise, there is at least one index such that

(i, j) ∈ Ak and [L′(Pk + D)]ij /∈ [−λ, λ], or (i, j) ∈ Fk and (Pk + D)ijZij < 0.

In this case, we perform a projected line search to find a point in the current orthant that yields a
decrease in F . Let Π(·) denote the orthogonal projection onto the orthant face defined by Zk, i.e.,

Π(Pij) =

{
Pij if sign(Pij) = sign(Zk)ij

0 otherwise.
(4.1)

The line search computes a steplengthαk to be the largest member of the sequence {1, 1/2, . . . , 1/2i, . . .}
such that

F (Π(Pk + αkD)) ≤ F (Pk) + σ∇̃F (Pk)
T (Π(Pk + αkD)−Pk) , (4.2)

where σ ∈ (0, 1) is a given constant and ∇̃F denotes the minimum norm subgradient of F . The
new iterate is defined as Pk+1 = Π(Pk + αkD).

The conjugate gradient method requires computing matrix-vector products involving the re-
duced Hessian, HkF . For our problem, we have

HkF (pF − pkF ) =
[
Hk

(
pF−pkF

0

)]
F

=
[
P−1k mat

(
pF−pkF

0

)
P−1k

]
F . (4.3)

The second line follows from the identity A ⊗Bvec(C) = vec(BCA>). The cost of performing
K steps of the CG algorithm is O(Kn3) operations, and K = n2 steps is needed to guarantee an
exact solution. Our practical implementation computes a small number of CG steps relative to n,
K = O(1), and as a result the search direction is not necessarily an accurate approximation of
the true Newton step. However, such inexact Newton steps achieve a good balance between the
computational cost and the quality of the direction.

5 Quasi-Newton Methods

The methods considered so far employ the exact Hessian of the likelihood function L, but one
can also approximate it using (limited memory) quasi-Newton updating. At first glance it may not
seem promising to approximate a complicated Hessian like (2.1) in this manner, but we will see
that quasi-Newton updating is indeed effective, provided that we store matrices using the compact
limited memory representations [9].

Let us consider an orthant-based method that minimizes the quadratic model (2.9), where HF
is replaced by a limited memory BFGS matrix, which we denote by BF . This matrix is not formed
explicitly, but is defined in terms of the difference pairs

yk = gk+1 − gk, sk = vec(Pk+1 −Pk). (5.1)
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It is shown in [23, eq(5.11)] that the minimizer of the model QF is given by

p∗F = pF + B−1F (λzF − gF )

= 1
θ (λzF − gF ) + 1

θ2
RT
FW(I − 1

θMWTRFRT
FW)

−1
MWTRF (λzF − gF ). (5.2)

Here RF is a matrix consisting of the set of unit vectors that span the subspace of free variables, θ
is a scalar, W is an n2 × 2t matrix containing the t most recent correction pairs (5.1), and M is a
2t× 2t matrix formed by inner products between the correction pairs. The total cost of computing
the minimizer p∗F is 2t2|F|+ 4t|F| operations. Since the memory parameter t in the quasi-Newton
updating scheme is chosen to be a small number, say between 5 and 20, the cost of computing the
subspace minimizer (5.2) is quite affordable.

One can also employ quasi-Newton updating techniques in the Newton-LASSO method. Since
iterative methods for solving the LASSO problem (2.2) typically require access to the Hessian ap-
proximation BF , and not its inverse, one must store a compact representation of BF in this case.
This can also be done efficiently.

6 Numerical Experiments

We generated test problems by first creating a random sparse inverse covariance matrix1, Σ−1, and
then sampling data to compute a corresponding non-sparse empirical covariance matrix S. The
dimensions, sparsity, and conditioning of the test problems are given along with the results in Ta-
ble 6.2. For each data set, we solved problem (1.3) with λ values in the range [0.01, 0.5]. The
number of samples used to compute the sample covariance matrix was 10n.

We tested the algorithms listed in Table 6.1, which were implemented in MATLAB. Here MA
and MB are abbreviations for methods A and B in Figure 1, respectively. MA-Coord is a MATLAB

Algorithm Description
MA-FISTA Newton-LASSO-FISTA method
MA-Coord Newton-LASSO method using coordinate descent
MB-CG-K Orthant-based Newton-CG method with a limit of K CG iterations
MB-CG-D MB-CG-K with K=5 initially and increased by 1 every 3 iterations.
MB-LBFGS Orthant-based quasi-Newton method (see section 5)
ALM∗ Alternating linearization method [24].

Table 6.1: Algorithms tested. ∗For ALM, the termination criteria was changed to the `∞ norm and the value of

ABSTOL was set to 10−6 to match the stopping criteria of the other algorithms.

implementation of the QUIC algorithm that follows the C-version [1] faithfully. For the Alternating
Linearization Method (ALM) we utilized the MATLAB software available at [24], which imple-
ments the first-order method described in [16]. The MA-FISTA algorithm terminated the FISTA
iteration when the minimum norm subgradient of the LASSO subproblem qF became less than 1/10
of the minimum norm subgradient of F at the previous step.

1http://www.cmap.polytechnique.fr/˜aspremon/CovSelCode.html, [7]
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Let us compare the computational cost of the inner iteration techniques used in the Newton-
like methods discussed in this paper. (i) Applying K steps of the FISTA iteration requires O(Kn3)
operations, or more preciselyO(Kn|F|) operations; (ii) Coordinate descent, as implemented in [1],
requires O(Kn|F|) operations for K coordinate descent sweeps through the set of free variables;
(iii) Applying KCG iterations of the CG methods costs O(KCGn

3) operations.
The algorithms were terminated when either 10n iterations were executed or the minimum norm

subgradient of F was sufficiently small, i.e. when ‖∇̃F (P)‖∞ ≤ 10−6. The time limit of each run
was set to 5000 seconds.

The results presented in Table 6.2 show that the ALM method was never the fastest algorithm,
but nonetheless outperformed some second-order methods when the solution was less sparse. As for
the other methods, no algorithm appears to be consistently superior to the others, and the best choice
may depend on problem characteristics. The Newton-LASSO method with coordinate descent (MA-
Coord) is the most efficient when the sparsity level is below 1%, but the methods introduced in this
paper, MA-FISTA, MB-CG and MB-LBFGS, seem more robust and efficient for problems that are
less sparse. Based on these results, MB-LBFGS appears to be the best choice as a universal solver
for the covariance selection problem. The C implementation of the QUIC algorithm is roughly five
times faster than its Matlab counterpart (MB-Coord). We expect that optimized C implementations
of the presented algorithms will also be significantly faster. Note that in several cases the MATLAB
implementations of our algorithms are already five times faster than the MATLAB-version of QUIC.
Note also that the crude strategy for dynamically increasing the number of CG-steps in MB-CG-D
was effective, and could be further improved.
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λ 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.01
problem algorithm iter time iter time iter time iter time

card(P∗) 0.74% 7.27% 11.83% 32.48%
cond(P∗) 8.24 27.38 51.01 118.56
MA-FISTA 8 5.71 10 22.01 11 37.04 12 106.27

n = 500 MA-Coord 21 3.86 49 100.63 66 279.69 103 1885.89
Card(Σ−1) = 2.4% MB-CG-5 15 4.07 97 26.24 257 70.91 1221 373.63

MB-CG-D 12 3.88 34 15.41 65 43.29 189 275.29
MB-LBFGS 47 5.37 178 21.92 293 38.23 519 84.13
ALM 445 162.96 387 152.76 284 115.11 574 219.80
card(P∗) 0.21% 14.86% 25.66% 47.33%
cond(P∗) 3.39 16.11 32.27 99.49
MA-FISTA 4 1.25 19 13.12 15 34.53 13 100.90

n = 500 MA-Coord 4 0.42 14 19.69 21 71.51 55 791.84
Card(Σ−1) = 20.1% MB-CG-5 3 0.83 27 7.36 101 28.40 795 240.90

MB-CG-D 3 0.84 15 5.22 31 14.14 176 243.55
MB-LBFGS 9 1.00 82 11.42 155 23.04 455 78.33
ALM 93 35.75 78 32.98 149 61.35 720 292.43
card(P∗) 0.18% 6.65% 13.19% 25.03%
cond(P∗) 6.22 18.23 39.59 132.13
MA-FISTA 7 28.20 9 106.79 12 203.07 12 801.79

n = 1000 MA-Coord 9 5.23 24 225.59 36 951.23 - >5000
Card(Σ−1) = 3.5% MB-CG-5 9 15.34 51 87.73 108 198.17 1103 2026.26

MB-CG-D 8 15.47 21 51.99 39 132.38 171 1584.14
MB-LBFGS 34 18.27 111 80.02 178 111.49 548 384.30
ALM 247 617.63 252 639.49 186 462.34 734 1826.29
card(P∗) 0.10% 8.18% 18.38% 36.34%
cond(P∗) 4.20 11.75 26.75 106.34
MA-FISTA 4 9.03 7 72.21 10 156.46 22 554.08

n = 1000 MA-Coord 4 2.23 12 79.71 19 408.62 49 4837.46
Card(Σ−1) = 11% MB-CG-5 3 4.70 20 35.85 47 83.42 681 1778.88

MB-CG-D 3 4.61 12 26.87 27 78.98 148 2055.44
MB-LBFGS 8 4.29 67 40.31 124 82.51 397 297.90
ALM 113 283.99 99 255.79 106 267.02 577 1448.83
card(P∗) 0.13% 1.75% 4.33% 14.68%
cond(P∗) 7.41 23.71 46.54 134.54
MA-FISTA 8 264.94 10 1039.08 10 1490.37 - >5000

n = 2000 MA-Coord 14 54.33 34 1178.07 - >5000 - >5000
Card(Σ−1) = 1% MB-CG-5 13 187.41 78 896.24 203 2394.95 - >5000

MB-CG-D 9 127.11 27 532.15 43 1038.26 - >5000
MB-LBFGS 41 115.13 155 497.31 254 785.36 610 2163.12
ALM - >5000 - >5000 - >5000 - >5000
card(P∗) 0.05% 1.49% 10.51% 31.68%
cond(P∗) 2.32 4.72 17.02 79.61
MA-FISTA P∗ = P0 7 153.18 9 694.93 12 2852.86

n = 2000 MA-Coord P∗ = P0 7 71.55 13 1152.86 - >5000
Card(Σ−1) = 18.7% MB-CG-5 P∗ = P0 6 71.54 21 250.11 397 4766.69

MB-CG-D P∗ = P0 6 75.82 13 188.93 110 5007.83
MB-LBFGS P∗ = P0 26 78.34 71 232.23 318 1125.67
ALM 52 874.22 76 1262.83 106 1800.67 - >5000

Table 6.2: Results for 5 Newton-like methods and the ALM method.
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